Cathy Harris Gesara News Update
Tuesday, Oct. 4, 2022
-HAARP USED IN FLORIDA: Of course, that was HAARP
(#WeaponManipulation) that was used in Florida –
probably to shut up Governor Ron DeSantis. They have
been using HAARP for over 75 years and it was one of the
last holdouts of the Deep State Cabal.
DeSantis took on Disney World, who along with their parks,
cruises, etc. had held one of the largest child sex trafficking
rings in the world. Disney had their own government
including their own police departments, which aided in the
kidnapping of children. There were miles and miles of
tunnels found under Disney and a few months ago these
were flooded.
Musk’s Starlink Internet is aiding Floridians. DeSantis said
the company will send 120 “large Starlink units” to Florida,
which will serve as satellite dishes to distribute internet.
-#REDOCTOBER PERFECT STORM: Red October Army
is on the way. October is #RedOctober. The hunters
become the hunted. October is the perfect storm for all of
this (#Gesara) to take place and I have been telling you for
months that the stock market needed to crash for Gesara
to go through.
Since October is when the stock market usually takes a
dive, Gesara is expected to go through at any minute.
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Everything is happening that is proving this; however, some
say when Saudi Arabia joins BRICS this will definitely
happen.
JUAN O’SAVIN SPEAKS: Many believe Juan O’Savin is
JFK, Jr. and the Vice President of the New Republic. He
has said on www.107daily.com by the end of October or the
first week of November, the EBS should be sounding along
with Martial Law and rolling blackouts. He said the entire
world should be lit up.
-STOCK MARKET IS BEING MANIPULATED: The US 10year yield is now below 4.6% (it’s 3.58%) that is an over 42
basis point freefall in just the last week. Moreover, the
relative dollar strength is markedly lower. The MMRI is
falling and stocks are higher across the board. Make no
mistake …this is the Central Banks buying all the debt and
propping up stock markets. This current action by Central
Banks assures much higher inflation. But it will also prop up
global stock markets.
-WE ARE WAITING FOR MR. C TO FLIP THE SWITCH:
Mr. C (aka Michael Cottrell) had been telling us October for
months. He recently also said…”I think right now it could
happen at any time for any reason…we are at the right
stage…the right time…and the right players are stepping up
to the plate.”
As soon as Mr. C flips the switch, anything
INSTITUTIONAL will go away. Your car loans, college
loans and mortgage will disappear. You will receive all the
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funds back from IRS. Seniors will get up to 5,000 a month.
The retirement age might go down to 60. It will level the
playing field for everyone. Everyone will have money. There
will be no more suffering.
The small business COVID loans will be gone. All liens will
be gone because they were taken out under Maritime and
Admiralty Laws. People are probably going to be confused
once the Maritime laws goes and we start with
Constitutional Laws so it's important to study all of this
now. Bring David Straight www.StraightEvents.com to your
city who is teaching Constitutional Laws; How to Keep CPS
from Taking Your Children; and How To Become
Sovereign.
-THE U.S. CORPORATION IS GONE: There is no going
back. The Corporation is gone. We are now in a Republic.
The Deep State rats have been picked up and QFS is
watching every move. All the rules they operated on for the
last 500 years is gone.
-NICK FLEMINGS SIGNS NDA: On Oct. 1, 2022, Nick
Fleming signed an NDA and canceled his calls as
requested by the Military and those managing the RV.
Nick’s signing of a NDA was a precursor to the release of
the distribution of 1% of funds allocated to Historic Bond
Holders and other platforms around the World involved in
RV GCR trading. The reason Nick was given: “Everything
is starting. You need to be quiet.”
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-TALK TO YOUR BANKS: People are talking to their banks
asking about the NEW Rainbow currency and many bank
personnel told them the new Rainbow Money is on the way
to be delivered. Someone even witnessed Rainbow Money
being delivered to a Wells Fargo bank in Oregon. Other
bank managers are confirming that there is NEW MONEY
about to go out to the public.
-We are coming up on a 3-day weekend (Monday, Oct.
10, Columbus Day) and you know how banks love to do
transactions over 3-day weekends. Many people have been
denied cash from ATMs. Remember to have cash on hand
for 10 to 30 days because banks might close for 10 days to
3 weeks and debit and credit cards won’t work.
There will be an EBS, Martial Law, rolling blackouts, and
internet shortages (glitches or cyberattacks) but nothing
should be down too long.
They will be making their last arrests so there will be Martial
Law in some places – not everywhere -- but don’t ever let
them put you in your homes again. Some of you won’t see
any Military.
-Most of you heard about the TWO RESETS. The
Quantum Financial System’s (QFS) Global Currency
Reset and the Cabal’s Great Reset which planned to
totally control the World’s people that were ushered in with
the COVID virus and vaccinations with their fiat Central
Bank Digital Currency. Central Banks had one objective
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which is control, but the fiat Cabal’s Great Reset has been
taking out.
-A total collapse of the Global Financial System was
occurring because of the bankruptcy of the Federal
Reserve and their Central Banks on Tuesday, Sep. 13,
2022.
-The new fiscal year began on Oct. 1, 2022. The new U.S.
Treasury Note (USTN) is backed by the gold-silver
standard.
-Remember to buy Gold and Silver. Silver is worth more
than Gold...One of the best websites for those with Stocks,
Bonds and Other Investments is
https://dinarrecaps.com/recap-emails
-The World Gold Council announced on Saturday, Oct. 1,
2022, that Iraq was the world’s largest buyer of gold during
the second quarter of 2022.
-Recent UN Emergency Meeting Announcement: The
Iraqi Dinar revalued on Thursday, Sep. 22, 2022. The Zim
revalued on Friday, Sep. 23, 2022, and the Global Currency
Reset (or the RV) started on Sat. Sep. 24, 2022, when 50%
of currencies worldwide collapsed against the U.S. Dollar.
The three major world currencies…the Euro, U.S. Dollar,
and UK Pound were now equal to each other.
-The FED held an emergency meeting on Monday, Oct. 3,
2022, at 11:30 a.m. Banks saying there is a problem...
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Credit Suisse collapse? Result of Vatican Bank move?
What did the Vatican know? Results of China dumping
dollars? Credit Suisse stock drops 10% as CEO memo fails
to calm markets.
-After Gesara you can move your money in QFS wherever
you like, but banks won’t have anything to do with it. The
banks don’t own the QFS system. The QFS system only
deals with gold-backed money. It does not deal with the fiat
U.S. dollar. Many banks have filed bankruptcy. Some will
be closing down. Many employees are already leaving for
other jobs because ‘the writing is on the wall’.
-The QFS has been running accounts side by side with the
existing swift system for at least 18 months so your money
is safe.
-The mid-term election will probably not occur.
-We might not have a scare event. Scare events are to
wake people up.
-Fraud was verified in Brazil so Brazil was the country with
the second highest number of cyberattacks in the world
today.
-Many people who took the VAX are having alopecia (hair
loss).
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-Kash Patel Fires Warning Shot: “Wait until you see the acts
of sexual complicity that the 7th floor of the FBI was
engaging in.”
Remember my enewsletter about how the federal
government and Military use sexual violence in the federal
workplace “Overhauling the Government
and
Abolishing
the
3-Letter
Agencies”
https://conta.cc/3BqI09Z

-SHOOT TO KILL ORDERS FOR KHAZARIAN MAFIA:
Shoot to kill orders have been issued against all Khazarian
Mafia until they surrender unconditionally, according to
agreement made between M16, the CIA, Mossad, the
Russian FSB and other military/intelligence agencies
worldwide.
-STOPPING FREE SPEECH: Texas wins FREE Speech
Censorship lawsuit against Facebook and Instagram. The
U.S is no different than Canada or any other country when
it comes to FREE Speech.
It is how Big Teach and Governments collude to prevent
basic knowledge of how effective Hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ) is against COVID 19.
I believe you will also be able to sue your politicians that
refused the use of these natural cures during COVID. They
would not allow any use of these natural cures (HCQ,
Ivermectin, etc.) in Blue States.
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-MEDBEDS ARE HERE: Supposedly, the MedBeds might
already be laid out all over the country, but no one knows
when they will be available. Therefore, meanwhile check
out www.TeslaBioHealing.com.
Remember the Military will be in charge of the MedBeds
and the first to use them will be the Military along with the
Rescued Children; Secondly, the Seniors; Thirdly, the
Disabled community including those with vaccine injuries
and autism, etc; and lastly, everyone else or the public.
MedBeds and natural cures will help you live to be 100, 200
or even longer. Watch this video “What You Need To
Know
About
MedBeds”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gURb3d12gQ
This is my two cents on MedBeds…Many are wondering if
MedBeds can cure vaccine injuries. Remember MedBeds
were given to us by Offworlders and if the MedBeds can do
age regression back to 30 years and regrow your limbs,
then chances are they can also cure any vaccine injuries.
However, it all depends on how severe the injuries are so
stop the COVID boosters now and take off the masks and
breathe in fresh air.
The first batch of vaccinations were placebos so even if you
took the vaccination, you might be okay if you are taking
care of yourself and building a strong immune system. Just
remember many people are sick from eating GMOs
processed FrankenFoods so try your best to gain access to
good, clean, organic foods.
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Check
out
my
gardening
www.VirtualOrganicGardenClubs.com
www.BrothersBuildingGardens.com.

links

-and

-MEDBEDS TO TAKE THE PLACE OF HOSPITALS AND
NURSING HOMES: Rockefeller owns Big Pharma so
MedBeds and “Healing Centers” will eventually take the
place of hospitals and nursing homes.
All the toxic Rockefeller medications will eventually be
phased out. There will be no need for prescription drugs
once Med Beds are installed and once we get the 6000
patents and natural cures.
There still might be surgeon centers but many nurses have
already followed doctors into their own practices. These
practices will be set up the same as when we were growing
up (I am a #BabyBoomer) where doctors treated the entire
family unless someone had to go to a specialist. But no one
was sick back then because of natural cures and clean
organic foods.
MAJOR LAWSUITS INCOMING IN OCTOBER:
Supposedly, this month we should hear about all the
lawsuits in the medical and even the education industry. All
those employees (especially Whistleblowers) who had to
walk away from jobs because they tried to force you to take
the COVD test and/or vaccination, will be compensated in
billion-dollar lawsuits.
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All those employees including the nurses and doctors that
were complicit in murdering people especially children by
giving them the COVID test and/or (#Depopulation)
Vaccination, it’s time to pay the piper.
If you are a doctor, nurse or healthcare provider in a
hospital, urgent care, hospice, nursing home, home health
care worker, etc. and you willingly stuck those long cotton
swabs up into people’s brain then you were complicit.
I bet you that 99.9% of veterans are jabbed. I was refused
healthcare treatment by VA.gov in Austin, TX (my home
state) because I refused to allow them to give me the
COVID test.
Not only was the COVID testing procedure deadly, but the
tests were also made from the SAME POISON as the
COVID vaccination especially the home COVID testing kits.
If you can prove you took the COVID test and/or the COVID
vaccination, you might be compensated so it might not be
too late to join these lawsuits.
Hospitals were murdering people for their organs. This is
why you weren’t allowed to stay with your loved ones.
Hospitals work with police officers, ambulance drivers, the
morgue, funeral directors, etc. to get your organs. It’s an
organ harvesting ring. They were murdering those that
ended up in hospitals (probably still doing it).
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Their number one goal was to take out Seniors so those on
Medicare (over 65) that were admitted to hospitals,
Medicare (aka “The Government”) paid hospitals $13,000
and once they were put on ventilators, hospitals were paid
3 times that amount or $39,000.
The way that hospitals got their $39,000 from Medicare was
after patients were admitted they gave patients the drug
‘remdesivir’, which caused their kidneys to fill with water,
which meant they would need to be put on a ventilator.
Being put on a ventilator meant DEATH (Ventilator =
Death).
After these doctors and nurses saw everyone on ventilators
dying, they had to know it was the drug but they kept doing
it. Many doctors who became whistleblowers said they
weren’t giving out the right treatments, but they were fired.
It’s time to pay the piper. You haven’t gotten away with
anything.
#GITMO,
#NurembergTrails,
#MilitaryTribunals.
Join the facebook group “Died Suddenly News.”
https://www.facebook.com/groups/674474173691016 -These are stories of those who suddenly died after taking
the jab.
-HOSPITALS ARE COMMITTING CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY WITH TRANSGENDER SURGERIES: Since
hospitals are no longer making money off COVID
Vaccinations and organ harvesting, transgender surgeries
have taken over funding for many hospitals. Hospitals
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involving themselves with ‘change of gender’ surgeries
are committing ‘Crimes Against Humanity.’
These are the same doctors that fell hook, line, and sinker
for the COVID (#Depopulation) agenda. Over 40 years ago
the people who are changing people’s gender would have
been jailed for life.
How can any child of 10, 11, 12 or even 15 know what sex
they want to be. It is a shame that these highly educated
individuals have done this to people and many doctors
today also believe they should be charged with ‘Crimes
Against Humanity’. These doctors need to be hung.
#GITMO, #NurembergTrials, #MilitaryTribunals.
-NHS REMOVES THE WORD WOMEN FROM
MENOPAUSE PAGE: The NHS has removed the word
“women” from its menopause page, because the NHS no
longer knows what a woman is.
-REEDUCATION OF THE MASSES: Many are saying the
masses need #ReeducationCamps. Corporations are
finding out they have to reeducate those with degrees or
just don’t hire them. Middle management is saying these
people come out of college and they think they are entitled
to certain jobs and certain funds and they have been
miseducated.
The Rockefellers took over the Board of Education in 1953
and changed all the education books in 8 years so since
this time everyone was miseducated.
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-MOVIES AND MUSIC CHANGING: Some movies will be
removed especially those like Disney with subliminal
messages and they will turn down the music frequency. The
music frequency they have now is the reason a lot of people
commit suicide when they listen to it.
-HALLOWEEN CANDY IS POISONED: Remember to only
buy your Halloween Candy from Mom-and-Pop businesses
because most of it coming from big corporate companies
have been poisoned by the Deep State. All the Nestle’s
chocolate, kisses, etc. is poisoned with #HumanMeat.
Also, fentanyl has been made to look like candy so sit your
children down and talk to them. Tell them to stop taking
candy from anyone outside the family. Are schools making
these announcements too? Attend school board meetings
and the PTA to make sure.
Read Articles:
Florida police unit seizes enough Fentanyl to kill 1.5
million adults https://www.complex.com/life/florida-policeseize-enough-fentanyl-to-kill-one-million-adults
DEA Warns of Brightly Colored Fentanyl Used to
Target Young Americans https://www.dea.gov/pressreleases/2022/08/30/dea-warns-brightly-colored-fentanylused-target-young-americans
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-FEMA CORRUPTION: Remember FEMA.gov was
working with Walmarts to set up FEMA camps under the
Walmarts and they were also collecting homeless people
off streets and fattening them up for 30 days then taking
their organs.
Many of you don’t believe in RealRawNews.com but these
are some interesting articles below. Just remember that all
federal government agencies have the bad and good.
There are many bad employees but there are also many
good employees.
Remember how I discussed all of it in my enewsletter
entitled “Overhauling the Government and Abolishing
the 3-Letter Agencies” at https://conta.cc/3BqI09Z
Read Articles:
Military Topples FEMA Outposts in Florida
https://realrawnews.com/2022/10/military-topples-femaoutpost-inflorida/?fbclid=IwAR1I7idKfK_T_oKFg5Fbr5yRhqo4uLBHF
0Wj86hHpCxLqyCVf9LDfIO_7WY
Navy SEALs Sink FEMA Barge Headed to
South Carolina
https://realrawnews.com/2022/10/navy-seals-sink-femabarge-headed-to-southcarolina/?fbclid=IwAR1kM4hoWGc14_49gEKExPr0CfUHE
yTNzeGzxsgRNPu4kmRyPYJ61vVOI0w
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MORE VIDEOS AND ARTICLES
Everything Is About to Change
https://www.bitchute.com/video/9Uheo3kjMUcf/?fbclid=Iw
AR3__ZnPNpw3EJLHrzWUMUYFkEymmcSWkhd27Tfv4
EkN8LzcOU0h3mTaO2w
RV Gets Underway – First notes to be shown to public
– Venezuela Introduces New Currency, Drops 6 Zeros
https://www.livemint.com/news/world/venezuelaintroduces-new-currency-drops-6-zeros11633132271881.html
Go back and check out my videos, enewsletters and
articles at www.CathyHarrisInternational.com or
www.CathyHarrisSpeaks.com.
Love you,

CathyHarrisInternational.com
Digital Soldier, Freelance Columnist, Investigative
Journalist
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